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ON WHITEHEAD PRODUCTS1
KUO-TSAI CHEN
Abstract.
Whitehead

For every (n—1)-connected space X, the image of the
product

map wn(A')X7T„(Ar)->-7r2„_1(A')is estimated

in

terms of the nth and the 2«th Betti numbers.

Let A be a path connected space, and let p and q be positive integers.
Denote by [ttv, tra](X) the subgroup of nv+q_x(X) generated by the image

of the Whitehead product map
1TV(X) X TTQ(X) -► TT^.jfA).

The purpose of this note is to prove briefly the following result:

Theorem 2. Let X be (n—\)-connected, «_ 1, and let br=dimkHr(X; k),
k being a field of characteristic #2. Set b=\bn(bn—\)
or ¿¿„(¿„+1)
according as « is odd or even. If b~>b2n, then [-nn, ttu](X) is nontrivial. If
moreover, «>1, then the vector space [-rrn, trn](X)®zk is of dimension
^b-b2n.

Let <j>denote the Hurewicz homomorphism. Let k be a commutative
ring with 1. Throughout this note, k will be used for the coefficient of
cohomology. There is a pairing

(1)
such

H*(X) ®k H*(X) X //*(A) ®z H*(X) -* k
that,

for

w' e //"(A),

w" e H"(X),

z' e HV(X), z" e HQ(X),

(w'®kw", z'®zz") = (w', z')(w", z"), when p^q, and =(vv', z')(w>", z")+
(—\y{w', z"){w", z'), whenp=q.
Denote by Horn([7^, ttq](X), k) the A:-module of homomorphisms from
the group [7r„, ttq](X) to the additive group of k. Theorem 2 is a consequence of the next assertion.

Theorem 1. If N is the kernel of the cup product map

H"(X) ®k H«(X) -* //p+s(A),
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then there is a k-module homomorphism
g:N^Hom([TTv,7TQ](X);k)

sending £ to g¡ such that

ft([[«'],MD-<f,#*T®*tf*']>.
Proof.
We are going to give, in essence, a singular cohomological
version of the proof for a more restricted result for fundamental groups
given in [1]. Our basic tools are the functional product of N. Steenrod
[4], and a result of H. Uehara and W. S. Massey [3].
Choose a base point of X. For 1=2 w'i®kwï e N> choose w¡ e Z"(X, x0)
and w"ig ZQ(X, x0) representing respectively w,' and w¡ such that

V w'i U w"i+ ôw = 0
for some w e Cv+q-1(X, x0). Given a map a:(/m, Im)-+(X, x0), m^l,
choose Vi G Cp-1(Im, 0) with ór^—a*^'.
Observe that v'i<Ua.*wï e
Cî>+9-i(/m) ¡my Modulo <x*H'*q-\X), the cohomology class ü of w=
2 Vi^JoL*w'i
+ a.*w eZp+Q~1(Im, Im) is uniquely determined by f. Thus
there is a ^-module homomorphism

Xa:N^

H^+"~1(Im, im)l<x.*H'>+''-1(X).

Verify that Xxdepends only on the homotopy class [a] and is trivial when
m^p+q—l.
The homomorphism Xx can be considered as the Steenrod
functional product with respect to the map a arising from the relation
^w'i(Jw'i=0.
Let Im be oriented,

and let zm be the generator

of Hm(Im, Im). Define

g:N-*Hom(WP,Tra)(X);k)
such that, for [a] G [ttv, ttq](X),

g((M) = (S. *«>,

rn = p + q - 1.

Since ^[^j,, 7ra](Ar)=0, ^ is well defined and can be shown to be a homomorphism. It follows from a slight modification of Theorem IV [3] that

*{([[«'], [«']]) = <f, #«'] ®z #«']>.
Hence the theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 2. We have p=q=n
5^2. Let the pairing

and a field A:of characteristic

//«(JO ®k Hn(X) X Hn(X) ®z H„(X) -* k
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be the restriction of the pairing (1). We have an induced linear map

h:H"(X) ®k H"(X) -» Hom(Hn(X) ®z Hn(X), k)
z

whose image is denoted by B. Then dimk B=b.
Write N'=hN^B.

The cup product of Hn(X) has a factorization

Hn(X) ®k Hn(X) -^B-+

H2"(X),

and N' is the kernel of the map B-+H2n(X). It follows that dirn^ A'=
b—b2n. There is an isomorphism gNzaN'

with g^g¡

such that

gm^®z4>w])= g,([W],w']]).

Consequently,

dim Hom([7r„, ttJ(A), k) = dim N' = b - b2n.
k

For «>1,

k

dimj.^,

rrn](X)®zk

and dimt Hom([7rn, 7r„](A), k) are either

equal or both co.

Corollary.

If X is («—\)-connected, «> 1, and ifb2n=0, then
dim[tTn,7rn](X)®zk

= b,

k

provided k is of characteristic

j¿2.
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